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Qubies
Mamalogue, inconjunction with Qubies, gives TWO lucky Mums the opportunity
to try, review and keep a Qubies product for FREE.

Product Review
Two lucky Mamalogue Members were selected to receive qubies. If you were ever in doubt about this
fantastic product, read their reviews below. If you would like to add you own review, commentary or
opinion on Qubies too, please add a comment below! All comments are welcome.
—————” I found Qubies really easy to use. You just fill to the max line on the container, snap the lid on and
freeze. The nifty lid has dividers so that when snapped on and frozen, each little compartment is exactly 30
ml. I found this really handy when expressing and using milk, you knew exactly how much each cube was,
something I was estimating when I previously was using a normal ice cube tray.
The cubes are a great convenient size, so that you can just defrost small amounts at a time, meaning that you
don’t waste any milk (any Mum out there who has expressed milk will know how precious every mL
is!). The cubes slide out really easy afterwards, unlike in a normal ice cube tray, where you might twist, turn
and bang it to get the cubes out!
When i used it for expressed milk I just kept the Qubies tray in the fridge until full and then froze it. When it
was frozen I would place the cubes in a snap lock bag and start again. It works really well for baby food too.
The Qubies tray is really easy to clean. I usually washed it with my bottles, but it went really well in
the dishwasher too. The best part when I cleaned it was there was no staining when making foods like
carrots. Qubies are a great product, a must for any mother. I think i need to invest an a couple more! (Please
Qubie Gods!) “
~ Ev Bush
—————” Very easy to use product. Fantastic for freezing baby food when you are cooking in bulk lots. I used
Qubies to store fruit too – Stewed apple and pear. Later Qubies can be used for storing sauces.
Love the individual portions as each time you want to feed baby you simply push out what you require.
Simple to use by placing the food into the small compartment and the compartments are equal portions so no
more estimating how much to give your baby! The lid is very secure and does not bring in other odours from
the freezer.
This product meets all my expectations when it comes to freezing foods. Best of all Qubies comes in two
bright and cheerful colours Lime and Aqua. Outstanding product! “
~ Kimberlee Tan

